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Abstract
In our study we explored the potential of peer evaluation of students' work in upper secondary
education. Mutual evaluation technique was employed in informatics teaching in the form of code
review – the reciprocal commenting on classmates' programming projects. Although at the beginning,
the students perceived code review as an extra work, many of them later recognized its usefulness
and appreciated its benefits. We believe that also thanks to mutual commenting on program codes the
students developed really good projects and achieved very good grading from the teacher. Moreover,
after completing this activity, the teacher observed higher self-reliance of students during development
of further program codes.
Keywords: Programming, Code review, High School.

1

INTRODUCTION

The mutual evaluation of the results of classmates' work – peer review – has been used in educational
activities for several years [1, 2]. Numerous studies [3, 4, 5] confirm that the peer review can provide
students with various benefits, such as development of their critical and analytical thinking,
interpersonal skills, constructive criticism, strengthening of social learning, etc. Apart from this it can
also support their interest in the subject itself and can even help them to improve their learning
outcomes.
The most common way to use peer review in teaching is to review essays or blog articles [6, 7], but
there are also other commonly used implementations of this activity, depending on the subject taught.
Our goal was to use mutual evaluation in informatics, thus we involved this activity in the form of a
code review when teaching programming.
Code review is a technique extensively used in software companies during the development of major
software projects [8] where it has proven to improve the quality of the program code and the overall
effectiveness of project development [9, 10].
Using this technique in teams of professional programmers has inspired the educational professionals
to use and explore it as an educational activity. Most of the published studies discussing code review
in education we have found were from university courses [11, 12]. As our aim was to focus on upper
secondary education, we started to carry out a study of educational activities using code review at
high school. In this article we bring partial results of our study.

2

INTRODUCING CODE REVIEW IN HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING

The study was conducted under real teaching conditions in two classes of the third grade at a bilingual
high school with a five-year study. It was carried out during the 2017/2018 school year in informatics
classes while the Algorithmic problem solving (i.e. programming) unit was taught. Students learned to
write code in Python programming language. The teaching of this unit took place from November to
June, so the research stretched in both halves of the school year. Informatics subject was taught one
teaching hour a week.
Aiming to determine the impact of employment of code review on student learning we designed
activities related to this technique. During conducting our study, two types of code review activities
were involved in teaching:
• Small reviews that had the form of a short test after certain topic was explained and practiced.
In each such test, students have reviewed two short programs prepared by the teacher and
written on a paper (they could not run the programs). Their first task was to find out what would
the result of the first program code be if it was executed. In the second task they were asked to
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find errors (syntactic and logical) in the other program and correct them. More detailed
information on this activity has been published in our other paper [13].
• Project reviews. During the school year, students had to program two larger projects – the first
one in the first half, the second one in the end of the second half of the school year.
In this paper, we focus mainly on the results of activity of the latter type – project reviews.

3
3.1

PROJECT CODE REVIEW
Project activity

Starting from the beginning of programming teaching, small reviews were employed as educational
activities. Small reviews were the first opportunity for our students to experience code review. After
several weeks of practicing these activities, the students were tasked to program a larger
programming project which they also peer-reviewed subsequently. This activity better corresponded
with real code review since students were supposed to comment on larger programming codes of their
classmates.
The first project was assigned to students as homework during the winter holidays. At that time, in
addition to the curriculum of the previous year, they had mastered the following topics: random colors,
for-loop, functions, mouse click events, and keyboard events. The entire period for the whole project
activity including commenting on the others’ projects was 5 weeks.
During our research we used code review of projects twice. The second project was assigned to the
end of the programming unit teaching in the second half of the school year, after explaining and
practicing conditions, timer, and moving of the canvas objects. The project was noticeably more
difficult than the first one as more difficult programming concepts were taught already, and students
had to combine all the knowledge they gained during the programming lessons. The students asked
for a longer time to program the project, so the cumulative time they spent on it was 7 weeks.
In the first project, students were supposed to choose one of the three project topic variants – car
racing game, drawing application and postcard generator – so the projects of the same topic could
occur several times in each group. Each of these assignments has been specified in detail.
In the second project, 17 different types of assignments were offered, such as Rock-Paper-Scissors,
Lotto, Ball bouncing, Sophisticated drawing application, T-Rex, and others. Students were asked to
choose one assignment, so that all projects in the same group of students were of different type. As
with the first project, detailed specifications were prepared for these assignments. Apart from these
topics it was possible for students to suggest their own project topic which, however, had to be
approved by the teacher.

3.2

Sample

The number of students participating in the study was 52 in the first half, while in the second half there
were 55 of them. The three students, who joined the classes in the second half, met with programming
in the previous school year, but have not written code in the first half of this school year.
All the students were divided into four groups, A1, A2, B1, and B2. In group A1 there were 13 students
(14 in the second half) of which 10 girls and 3 (4) boys; in group A2 there were 14 students of which 5
boys. In group B1 there were 12 students (13 in the second half) of which 4 boys; and in group B2
there were 13 students (14 in the second half) of which 6 boys.
Students have already programmed in the previous school year. They met with the basic graphic
commands of the tkinter library, with random numbers, variables, and the for-loop. These topics were
first reviewed and only afterward the teacher continued to teach new ones: functions, mouse events,
keyboard events, conditions, timer, and moving of canvas objects.
Although the students learned to program in the previous school year they can still be perceived as
beginners. None of them met with the code review before.
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3.3

Methodology

Together with the code review of projects we introduced a possibility to improve the project based on
the comments received from the classmates. In addition to giving students the opportunity to achieve
better grading, we also believed this could motivate them to engage in code review activity.
All project work could be divided into three basic phases: A. Project development, B. Code review of
the classmate's project, C. Customization of their own project. The particular phases involved the
following steps:
a) Project development
o Selection of one of the proposed project themes
o Programming the project
o Submitting the project for reviewing
b) Reviewing a classmate's project
o Assigning of projects for review
o Commenting on the assigned project
o Submitting a commented project
c) Customization of the project
o Returning the commented project to its author
o Modification, completion, and/or improvement of the project
o Submitting the final version of the project for teacher evaluation
The first phase – project development – lasted three weeks for the first project, and five weeks for the
second one. This extended time was not only a consequence of the higher difficulty of the latter
project, it was set like this also because the students developed it alongside other school duties, while
the first project was being programmed during holidays.
Since we were not able to find any tool for program distribution and code reviewing that would be
suitable for high school students, the students have delivered their projects to the teacher via e-mail.
The teacher assigned projects to other students for reviewing so that the author and the reviewer did
not belong to the same group. This is how we tried to guarantee the anonymity when commenting on
the projects – the project author was not aware of who reviewed her program, and the reviewer did not
know the author of the reviewed program.
The role of a student-reviewer was to check the assigned classmates' project: to find out whether she
has followed all the parts of the assignment, to identify errors and point them out, to advise a
classmate, what needs to be modified or added, and write her overall opinion on the project (Figure 1).
There was one week assigned for commenting on the projects. Afterwards, the students e-mailed the
commented program back to the teacher who returned it to its author.

Figure 1. Part of a program commented by a student

In the final phase, which lasted for another week, the student's job was to incorporate the reviewer's
comments on her program (those she perceived as justified), or fix the mistakes she had found by
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herself in the meantime. In this way, students have been given the opportunity to correct the
deficiencies in the project and improve it in order to achieve a better mark.
The teacher monitored the students' activity and the results of their work at each phase. She watched
how the student managed to program the project in the first phase, how she commented on the
classmate's project in the second phase, and finally evaluated the final project and checked which
classmate's comments she incorporated to the program and how well she did it. After the last phase
finished, she sent an individual feedback to each student, where she commented on the student's
work during the individual phases of the project.

4

RESULTS

After completion of each project activity, the teacher evaluated the projects and compared the
students' success rate. Afterwards, students were asked to fill in questionnaires. The questionnaires
were delivered online and were filled in anonymously. The goal of this survey was to find out students’
views on peer-reviewing of projects and their experience of code review activity.

4.1

Project evaluation results

For all project topics, the specific requirements that needed to be met were specified in advance. The
common criteria that were taken into account in the final project evaluation by the teacher were as
follows: full functionality, correctness and authenticity of the project, commenting on the classmate's
project (i.e. finding errors, pointing them out, proposing solutions, overall view of the project), and
customization of the own project according to the classmate's comments. For project features beyond
the assignment, students earned additional bonus points. Since both projects were challenging tasks
for students, they contributed more to their overall evaluation in informatics than other ordinary
homework.
Table 1. Share of students with the respective percentage rating for the 1st project by groups
Group

10090%

8975%

7450%

4930%

291%

0%

Exceptionally
good
projects

A1

17.3%

5.8%

1.9%

-

-

-

7.7%

A2

21.2%

1.9%

1.9%

-

-

1.9%

9.6%

B1

11.5%

7.7%

-

-

-

3.8%

11.5%

B2

23.1%

-

1.9%

-

-

-

5.8%

Overall 73.1% 15.4% 5.8%

-

-

5.8%

34.6%

Table 2. Share of students with the respective percentage rating for the 2nd project by groups
Group

10090%

8975%

7450%

4930%

291%

0%

Exceptionally
good
projects

A1

18.2%

3.6%

1.8%

-

1.8%

-

7.3%

A2

10.9%

7.3%

5.5%

1.8%

-

-

9.1%

B1

14.5%

3.6%

-

3.6%

-

1.8%

10.9%

B2

10.9%

7.3%

3.6%

3.6%

-

-

5.5%

Overall 54.5% 21.8% 10.9% 9.1% 1.8% 1.8%

32.7%

Tables 1 and 2 depict the results of the evaluation of both projects. The data show the share of the
students who reached the respective percentage rating for their projects in each group.
The results of the first project were more satisfactory than we expected. After receiving comments
from their classmates, the students corrected many defects in the projects and achieved a really high
rating from the teacher. More than 73% of projects achieved a percentage rating corresponding to the
mark "excellent". More than one third of all projects were evaluated by the teacher as exceptionally
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good and exceeded her expectations. Only three students received 0% of the project – two of them
have not submitted their projects at all, and the third case was a plagiarism.
As already mentioned above, the second project was considerably more challenging for the students
than the first one. The results correspond to this assumption as shown in Table 2. The distribution of
students in particular categories of evaluation is more even than in the case of the first project and
also includes categories below 50%. Nevertheless, almost 55% of students achieved the best rating,
and again almost a third of the projects were identified as exceptionally good projects by the teacher.
Only one student was assigned the 0% rating, again for not submitting the project.

4.2

Survey analysis

The first questionnaire was filled in by 43 students and the second one by 44 students of which in both
cases approximately 61% of girls and 39% of boys (± 0.5%).
At the beginning of the questionnaire, we asked how demanding the project was from the
programming point of view. The first project was not demanding (values 1-3) for 81.4% of students,
and the second one for 45.5% of students (see graph in Figure 2). While we did not expect such a
high number of positive responses in the first project, their decline in the second questionnaire was
predictable and corresponding to the increased difficulty of the project.

Figure 2. From the programmer point of view, was it difficult for you to develop the project?
Scale from 1 (it was easy) to 5 (it was challenging)

Figure 3. Was the project development time-consuming for you? No, it didn't take me long, It was
adequately time demanding for me, It took me a little more time than I expected, Yes, it took me much
more time than I originally expected, It was a time killer,
Other

Already during developing the first project, students complained about its time demands. In the
second project they even required an extended time to program it. Therefore, in the questionnaire we
also examined how time-consuming both projects for students were.
As shown in Figure 3, the percentage of students who perceived the project as not very timeconsuming decreased to one third in the second project compared to the first one (from 39% to 13%),
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while the percentage of students who considered the project very time-consuming almost doubled in
the second questionnaire compared to the first one (from 28% to 55%). More detailed information
about the time spent on project programming is shown in the graphs in Figure 4.
The teacher estimated that the students should program the first project within 3 hours and the second
one in 4-8 hours. In estimating it, she took into account a number of similar tasks students have
programmed already as well as skills acquired in programming lessons at school and by programming
the homework. If it took more time for the student, it indicates she should spend more time learning to
program. According to the first questionnaire, up to 77% of students managed to program the first
project in less than 3 hours. For the second questionnaire, this figure fell to only 18%, but 73% of
students managed to program the project below the estimated upper limit – 8 hours (Figure 4).

Figure 4. How long did it take to you to program your project?
Up to 30 min,
Over 30 min but up to 1
hour, Over 1 hour but up to 2 hours, Over 2 hours but up to 3 hours, Over 3 hours but up to 4 hours,
Over 4 hours but less than 8 hours,
8 hours or more

Before developing the first project the students reviewed just short programs consisting of only a few
lines of code (small reviews). Therefore, we were interested in their opinion on the complexity of
commenting on the project. The question was also included in the questionnaire for the second
project. Although the distribution of responses in the second questionnaire was not as explicit as in the
first one (Figure 5), the share of students who did not consider the commenting on the classmate's
project as challenging (values 1-3) was very high and roughly the same in both cases (90.8% and
88.6%).
The teacher also confirmed that in both projects, the students learned to understand somebody else's
code, they were capable to find errors in it and comment on it. They even managed to find a mistake
that the teacher did not notice when checking the first version of the program. In the first project, most
of the students detected almost all errors in the classmate’s project. In addition, there were many of
them who have found all errors. In the second project, due to its higher difficulty, some students were
unable to advice the project author how to fix the bugs in the program, but many of them managed it,
which the teacher appreciated when giving feedback to this activity.

Figure 5. Was it difficult to comment on the classmate’s project?
Scale from 1 (it was easy) to 5 (it was challenging)
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Since the students had certain experience of code-reviewing in the period of commenting on the
second project we asked them in the second questionnaire to compare the difficulty of commenting on
the first and second projects (Figure 6). For 52% of students, it was easier to comment on the second
project, either because they already commented on the project (34%) or because they rated
themselves to be better programmers who better understand the code than in the first project (18%).
The proportion of students, who perceived the commenting on second project more difficult than the
first commenting, was 18%. They mostly rationalized it by the second project being harder. 12% of
students added their own response – with about half of them stating it was easier to comment on this
project and it was more difficult for the other half. Overall, commenting on the harder project was
easier for nearly 60% of students and it was more difficult for less than a quarter of students.

Figure 6. How difficult was it to comment on this project compared to the commenting on the previous
project?
It was easier just because we already commented on the project, It was easier because
I am better in programming and better understand the code now than in the first project,
It was as
hard as in the previous project, It was harder because the project was harder, Other

Figure 7. Did the comments from your classmate help you when finishing the project?
Yes, I got
good comments that helped me a lot. Yes, I received good comments that helped me, and I was
delighted to be praised for the project.
I received good comments but did not know how to
integrate them into the project. Some comments helped me, some did not.
My project worked,
my classmate found no mistakes, so I did not get any comments that I could work with. The
reviewer did not find any mistakes, but I was pleased that he praised my project. No, they did not
help me because I did not understand them and did not know how to integrate them into the project.
No, I have received nonsense comments that have not helped me at all. Other

We were also interested in whether the students considered the classmate’s comments helpful when
completing the project (Figure 7). In the first questionnaire, more than half of students declared
positive experience of classmate's comments and only 9% of students have not considered the
received comments helpful. In the second questionnaire, students' responses were almost completely
evenly distributed into all categories of answers. Apparently, due to the demandingness of the project,
the percentage of students who failed to clearly and meaningfully comment on their classmate's
project rose to 23%. However, the amount of comments rated positively by students (39%) was still
higher than those rated negatively.
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Regarding the benefit of comments received from their classmates (Figure 8.), the students saw it
especially in helping them correct errors they had not noticed or were unable to correct by themselves
before the first submission of the project, or otherwise helped them (58% for the first and 41% for the
second project). Also, the responses to this question seem to have been affected by the higher
difficulty of the second project – the share of students, who stated that the comments did not help
them, increased from 23% in the first questionnaire to 41% in the second one.

Figure 8. What were the benefits of the comments you received from the classmate? They helped
me better understand the project assignment. They helped me to fix errors I did not notice before the
first submission of the project. They helped me to fix errors I failed to fix before the first submission
of the project. They did not help me at all. I have not received any relevant comments. Other

Since we believed that students could also benefit from commenting on the projects of the others, we
were curious whether they perceived the process of commenting as beneficial to them too (Figure 9.).
In both questionnaires, the most frequent answer (37.2% and 27.3%) was that they became aware of
various errors that might occur in a program. Further, the students often indicated that they learned
how the classmate understood the assignment, gained experience with code reviewing, and learned to
give a constructive critique. For both questionnaires, roughly the same percentage of students (16.9%
and 15.9%) said that they did not gain any profit from commenting on the classmate’s project.

Figure 9. Do you think you benefited from commenting on other project? A: I gained experience in
testing programming projects, B: I found out how my classmate understood the project, C: I became
aware of various errors that might occur in a program, D: While reviewing a foreign project, I realized
the shortcomings in my own project, E: I trained my verbal skills, F: I learned to give a constructive
critique, G: I have not benefited from commenting at all, H: Other

At the end of the questionnaire, we investigated to what extent the students were satisfied with how
they elaborated the project. As shown in Figure 10, with the first project, students were clearly
satisfied, while in the second case their responses were more evenly divided into several categories. It
is possible that comments from classmates helped them to better understand the shortcomings of their
project.
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Figure 10. How satisfied are you with your completed project? Scale from 1
(I'm not happy at all) to 5 (I'm very satisfied).

5

CONCLUSIONS

In our study we tried to find out whether code review techniques can be used with high school
students and whether such activities have an impact on their learning.
We examined the results of students' work on two programming projects, which included codereviewing. Although the projects were of different difficulty, the results of their analysis showed that in
both cases many students were able to comment on their classmates' program, find errors and advise
how to correct them. On the other hand, thanks to the comments received from their classmates,
many students have corrected errors in their programs and have achieved better assessment from the
teacher.
To find out the opinions of the students on the use of this activity in the classroom teaching, we
conducted a questionnaire survey. Its outcomes showed that students generally did not consider
commenting on a classmate's project to be challenging and appreciated the contribution of comments
that helped them to identify errors they had not noticed before, or to correct errors they were unable to
correct by themselves.
From personal discussions with students, we know that from the beginning they considered the code
review to be a time-consuming activity perceived as an extra work, but later realized its benefits and
usefulness. Some of them stated that commenting on the other student’s program also made them
think about the programming issues they did not encounter in their own project.
In the teacher's opinion, the students learned to read and understand someone else's program code
and to look for and correct errors in it. As she found out during the subsequent lessons, it helped them
to be more independent and self-reliant in coding their own programs because they were able to better
detect and correct errors and also prevent them.
Based on the results of our study, we can recommend the use of code review as an educational
activity at high school. Students learn to read and understand someone else's code, to detect errors in
the program, and perceive different approaches to solving the same problem.
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